A power driven nut cracker
Introduction
Whereas in most of Europe, nut growers belong to cooperatives, who process their nut crops with large centralised machines (c osting tens of
thousands of pounds), there is very little in the way of smaller scale machinery commercially available for individual or small groups of nut
growers. The A.R.T. decided in 2004 to try and develop a small machine which could be easily built, rugged, and fairly effic ient at cracking
many types of nuts.

The machine
Our starting point was a promising design by Harry Lagerstedt, published in a 1992 issue of “The Nutshell” magazine in the USA. Martin
Crawford took the plans to a local engineering company in Totnes, Peter Tanner Engineering. Peter and Carl there studied the plans and
made several suggestions to improve the design and make it safer. Over the next 6 months the machine was built, testing it a nd altering the
design slightly as time went by until completed.
The two important parts of the machine are a rotating metal wheel and an “anvil”. The heavier the wheel the better, since the more mass it
has, the less likely it is to slow down as nuts are fed in. The wheel in our machine is 5 cm (2”) wide and 25 cm (10”) in di ameter; too small a
diameter will not work well. T he wheel has 8 beads, about 2 mm high, welded across its surface. These were placed not straight across (as
in the original design) but were V-shaped, so that nuts would be funnelled towards the centre of the wheel as they were cracked, and were
less likely to travel to the edges of the wheel where pieces might conceivably get trapped between the outer side of the wheel and the casing.
The wheel shaft is mounted in two bearings and fitted with a large pulley. A belt connects this to the electric motor. The motor itself was
second hand, having been salvaged from an industrial paint mixing machine, and run at about 2000 r.p.m., so the pulley ratios were made so
that the cracking wheel rotates at about 400 r.p.m. which seemed, by trial and error, to be the most suitable cracking speed.
The anvil is the hard place against which the nut is squeezed. It is hinged so that the space between the anvil and wheel ca n be adjusted,
via a threaded bolt that can be moved against the anvil, pushing it towards the rotat ing wheel. This is the adjustment used for cracking
different sized nuts. The anvil is made from 10 mm thick steel, and is hinged at its top with a 10 mm steel pin going throug h two heavy metal

plates welded to the frame. This pin can be easily removed if any nuts get jammed, and the anvil opened to its widest to allow access into
the cracking zone.
The finished machine note 1 m ruler in left hand picture. Right hand picture shows the anvil, L -shaped anvil pin and adjusting bolt.

The whole mechanism is mounted on an angle iron frame and is enclosed by a sheet metal housing. The lower part of the wheel and anvil
are also enclosed to guide the cracked nuts into a container. A sheet metal hopper on top of the housing holds the nuts prior to cracking.
Throughput of nuts is impressive. I have measured walnuts being cracked at about 45 kg/hour and hazelnuts at 90 kg/hour. Th e quality of
the resulting cracked nuts is dependent on a fairly uniform size, so much b etter results are obtained when nuts are graded first. Graded hazels
can be cracked with about 95% of whole kernels; ungraded hazels come though at 85 -90%. W alnuts come through with a good proportion of
halves. Dried chestnuts go through the machine too, with kernels broken into small pieces (small enough to go through an electric grain mill)
and whole or large parts of skins; cracking rate is intermediate between hazels and walnuts. Once one has a fast nut cracker , the time
consuming process becomes separating the shells from the kernels. Inclined boards, pneumatic (air blown) separators and vibrating grading
tables are all possible answers, but again there seem to be no well tested low cost designs – that will be a future project.
Building the machine cost about £1500, but this included lots of experimentation. To have it built from scratch again would cost no more than
£1000. For a grower of a few acres of nuts who needs to process nuts for adding value to the product, this is a highly promi sing machine.
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A low cost nut sorting machine
Introduction
A few years ago, Martin Crawford of the ART worked with a small engineering company in Totnes to produce a low cost, power dr iven nut
cracking machine, described previously in Agroforestry News, Vol 13 No 3. This has been working well since, but the next obvious stage of
small scale nut processing equipment was a sorter which can sort the shells from the kernels. The same engineering company h elped build
a nut sorting machine in 2007which this articl e describes.
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An air blown sorter is the type most often used commercially and looked fairly simple to build. Although there were a few d esigns of nut
sorters in the public domain, none really give vital information in terms of what air flow is necessary to be able to blow shells away but not
kernels. So there was quite a lot of experimenting in terms of chamber dimensions, both cross sectional area (which determin es the air
velocity) and height.

The design
The basic design is quite simple. A fan blows air through a chamber of specific dimensions. The fan must be centrifugal, not axial – ie it does
not have a propeller, but instead has straight blades that throw air away from the blade tips. This type of fan produces an even airflow across
the whole width of the fan outlet, whereas an axial fan does not and would lead to problems of vortices etc. in the separating chamber.
Our centrifugal fan is in fact sold as a carpet drier
and can be found quite easily for sale under that
description.
It has three speed settings and
requires between 680 and 900 watts of power to
operate.
A mesh near the bottom of the chamber is used to
stop nut parts falling into the fan.
The chamber itself has a width of 240 mm and depth
of 125 mm. It has a curved
top part to eject shells. The distance from mesh to
the lowest part of the exit mouth is 880 mm. It is all
made out of steel.
Cracked nuts – kernels and shell parts – are loaded
into the sorter through a hinged flap midway up the
back of the machine. These immediately fall down
onto the mesh to await sorting. If too much material
is loaded then air will not flow past it properly and
lift it – the limit is about a kilo of material at a time.
The machine is switched on and if necessary set to
the correct speed. Shells are steadily ejected from
the top – our machine is usually placed in a shed
doorway to eject straight outside.
Sorting is
completed in about 20 seconds.
The machine is switched off and clear kernels are
then removed via the lower hinged flap which is
level with the mesh inside the separating chamber.
An adjustable vent was added on the front of the
machine in case of nuts being sorted which needed
a lower chamber height, but in fact this seems
superfluous and has not been used.
Efficiency of sorting is about 90-95%, ie 5-10% of
kernel parts are likely to be ejected from a mixture.
Hazelnuts, which tend to crack more uniformly, are
at the higher end of the scale. W alnuts sort best if
they are double cracked – once on a normal
cracking setting for walnuts, then a second time on
a hazelnut setting. This second cracking is to crack
half walnut shells into smaller pieces – it doesn’t
really break the kernels any out smaller – because
half shells do not separate well.

The nut sorter in action. Note large piece of
walnut shell just ejected. The lower flap is
visible as is the adjustable vent.
Hazelnuts get well sorted at the medium and high
settings on our machine (fan air delivery of 130
m3 /min and 150 m 3 /min respectively.) W alnuts only
sort well on the higher setting. A fan with higher air
delivery will require a smaller cross sectional area
of separation chamber and vice versa.
Estimated total cost for a new built machine is about
£1000. The fan itself is around £200 of this. Costs
of metal and labour account for the rest. Ours cost
somewhat more because of all the experimenting!
Too much for a grower of one or two trees, but it
could be well worth it for a small commercial nut
grower processing their own nuts
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View into the lower part of the separation chamber, through the opened lower
flap. The mesh is clearly visible. The dimensions inside are 125 x 240 mm.

The centrifugal fan which powers the machine
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